
Academy Report 2017-2018 

The Peterborough City Soccer Academy is implementing a new structure for the 2017-2018 season, with 

two streams offered to players: the Performance stream which will train three times per week, and 

Development stream which trains twice a week (geared for the u10-11 age group). As a result, training 

for U12 and above will increase from 2.5 to 4.0 hours per week compared to previous years. 

There are four age groups this season: U10-11 Boys and Girls combined (11 players), U12-13 Boys and 

Girls combined (11), U14-15 Girls (18) and U14-15 Boys (22). Of the 51 players in the Performance 

stream, five are doing it on a part time basis (once a week) at a reduced cost. Two players in the 

Development stream are also on part time basis. Several players have expressed interest in joining in 

January when other sport programs wrap up. 

The Performance stream ($1000) includes technical/tactical training at the Spiplex dome (1.5 hours), a 

ball mastery session in a gymnasium (1.5 hours) and a futsal free play session (1 hour). The idea is to 

develop the players’ technical competence and understanding of the game, while also providing them 

with a supportive environment where they are encouraged to express their creativity. The diversity in 

training methods are part of a broader coaching approach to provide players game realistic training 

where they can develop their problem solving skills. A major emphasis is also placed on developing a 

growth mindset in players where challenges and obstacles are seen as part of the learning process.  

The Development stream ($700) is very similar in terms of structure and coaching methodology, with 

only difference being no tactical training at the Spiplex dome. Players this age group still get age 

appropriate training within Long Term Player Development guidelines (2.5 hours per week) while the 

cost has been reduced by 30% compared to previous years. Hopefully this will encourage more players 

in this age group to join in upcoming sessions. 

The early feedback has been positive from both players and parents. The futsal gym sessions in 

particular have been a big hit. The coaching staff are encouraged by the development seen in players 

already. We hope this momentum carries forward and are excited in working together to fulfill the 

vision of the academy: creating player-centred development which aims to nurture intelligent, creative 

players and promotes within them values such as self motivation, high work ethic and willingness to 

learn.  

Gergin Naoumov 

Academy Director 

Financial Breakdown 

The following are estimates based on initial figures. Full detailed financial report will be provided once 

all registrations and costs are finalized in January (when new players join for second session). 

Player Registrations ($56,200) 

Performance Stream = 46 ($1000) + 5 part time ($700) = 49,500 

Development Stream = 7 ($700) + 4 part time ($450) = $6,700 

Equipment Costs (~ $1400) 



(2 futsal nets @ $250 each, 21 balls @ $21 each, 13 ball-trainers @ $8 each, 7 futsal balls ($165)) + HST 

Facility Costs ~ $22,000? Leah please confirm 

Uniform Costs ($?) 

Uniform Cost for players = ? Please confirm with Phil and Vic  

Uniform Cost of coaches – confirm with Phil and Vic for coaches pants and shorts. Franco and myself 

have purchased tops and jackets for the four coaches. I’ll check receipts but cost is somewhere around 

$600 for 8 jerseys, 4 tops and 4 jackets. 

Coaching Costs (~$22,000) 

$1050/week, $21,000 for the year for regular practices, based on 15.5 training hours/week 

$35/h for tournaments and exhibition games (TBD) 

Manager = $2,000 for the year 

  


